Lower the cost and increase the quality of many current parts by starting with an aluminum or copper impact blank rather than bar stock.

**STROKE OF GENIUS**

Why one stroke impacting could benefit you.

**COST-EFFECTIVE**

High quality impacts are created with a single stroke making component cost lower than virtually any other metal forming technology.

**FAST**

One stroke impacting creates parts faster. Depending on the part, rates up to 1500 pieces per hour have been achieved.

**TOUGH**

No other metal forming technique (including forging) produces stronger components. With impacting, metal grain alignment is highly uniform for superior quality, strength and durability.

**CLEAN**

With one stroke impacting, there is no flash to be machined away, no sand, scale or parting lines to be removed. Most parts are instantly ready for application.

**TIGHT**

Superb tolerance integrity is achieved through impacting. Part walls made from alloy 6061 can be held better than + or - 10% even when the walls are less than 0.205 inch thick.

**VERSATILE**

There is virtually no end to the size and variety of parts that can be quickly and cost-effectively made through one stroke impacting.

**RESPONSIBLE**

Impacting creates less waste than other fabrication processes.

Metal Impact, LLC is one of the nation’s leading suppliers of high quality, cost-effective aluminum and copper impacts.

**METALIMPACT LLC**

1501 Oakton Street • Elk Grove Village, IL 60007

www.metalimpact.com

**REVERSE IMPACTING**  **FORWARD IMPACTING**  **COMBINATION IMPACTING**